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Annual PPG meeting held on Friday 29/3/19.
TBG, RF, MR (Practice Manger – PM) in attendance
NC, RM apologies, but endorsed proposals by email.
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Review of the actions for last year completed.
All actions completed.
Walk-in Wednesday , Surveys, Newsletters and practice promotions to continue.
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PM acknowledged our recent CQC rating and the support and contributions made by our
patients, PPG, Sutton Healthwatch and other organisations.
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PM reviewed the appointment use reports.
We noted that in January and February, 80% of patients waited less than 10 days for an
appointment. Over 40% were seen on the same day.
The average wait time for a GP Appointment in England is currently 14 days. (Pulse
Magazine)
We also noted that in the last quarter we had surplus appointments for our nurses, with
patients not taking up these appointments or failing to book appointments when invited
for reviews.
We increased our nursing to try to address the issue of non-compliance patients. These
are patients that have been asked t come in for a review but do not make and
appointment. Our policy is to invite patients for reviews at least 3 times before giving a
compliance letter informing them of the importance to come for health reviews.
Our PPG has endorsed the compliance policy and patients that refuse to come in for
review may removed from the practice list as a breach of our patient charter.
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PM reviewed the data presented. We noted a continuing pattern of declines in our
DNA’s. This is excellent news with less wasted appointments. The DNA policy was
endorsed by our PPG 5 years ago and we note that it has had a successful effect in
helping patients realise the importance of attending their appointments or allowing
others to use them.
This year our PPG endorsed the compliance policy to encourage patients to engage with
regular health reviews. The table shows how many invitations were sent to patients to
come in for reviews. We note that we have a similar number of patients that have had 3
or more invitations for review in both years. Hover with the compliance letters being
sent we have noted a drop in the number of patients that have had a greater number of
reminders.
The practice will invite patients to come for medication, health or mental health reviews
and will continue to invite patients until they come for review. We may reduce
medications until the patient comes come in for reviews. After 3 invitations, if the
patient has not come in, they will be sent a compliance letter, letting them know of
importance for regular reviews of their conditions and offered a further invitation to
attend. Persistent non-compliance would lead us to consider our relationship. For
greater information duties to our patients and expectations the patient charter is
available on the practice website.
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PM presented 2 campaigns that the practice would like to offer.
MMR uptake in South London is very poor. There have bee measles outbreaks in England
and Europe and the risk in London is high. Summer and vacations times are coming it is
important to try to encourage parents and children to take up the MMR vaccination.
To improve MMR uptake in our area we are proposing to give a MMR superhero
certificate to all children that have the jab. The certificate is to recognise that they are
protecting themselves and others from these diseases.
Diabetes is one of the fasted growing Long Term Illnesses and it is important that patient
try to take control of this disease as soon as possible. This is a team effort, with the
patient making the necessary changes in diet and exercise, coming in for reviews,
providing blood samples and following the advice of the clinicians and taking medication
correctly. Being able to get their blood pressure, cholesterol and HbA1c under control
leads to the best outcomes for the patients and their families.
We would like to recognise those patients that have managed to achieve this by
highlighting their efforts and letting them know they have taken control of this disease.
The PPG members endorsed these campaigns and also approved to continuation of the
DNA and compliance policies.
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PPG members agreed to the suggested actions for 2019/2020.
PPG members agreed reporting metrics on the website to be appointment booking
times and DNA appointments.
PPG Members endorsed continuation of DNA and compliance policies
PPG Members endorsed the MMR Superhero and Diabetes Winners campaigns.
Meeting concluded 15:00
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